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Kensington Publishing Corp. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 340 pages. Dimensions:
9.1in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Consisting of memorable quotes of the last twenty years or so, The Quotable
Quote Book serves up smart remarks that exhibit all the pungency, intelligence, irrationality and
humor that mark our modern era. Studded with names we all know, The Quotable Quote Book
includes the words of Woody Allen, Nora Ephron, Dan Quayle, David Letterman, Gloria Steinem,
Gore Vidal and Fred Flintstone, among others. Arranged alphabetically by subject for easy
reference, this one-of-a-kind compendium rounds up exceedingly quotable quotes drawn from the
famous and the infamous, from television, songs, movies, advertising, politics, the news, theater,
stand-up comedy and wherever else eloquence or wit dwell. A few samples: Never go to a doctor
whose office plants are dead. --Erma Bombeck Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names.
--Ed Koch, quoting John Kennedy When men reach their sixties and retire, they go to pieces. Women
go right on cooking. --Gail Sheehy The liberals can understand everything but people who dont
understand them. --Lenny Bruce Always go to other peoples funerals, otherwise they wont come to
yours. --Yogi Berra The perfect gift, this delightful book should never...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilderman-- Justice Wilderman

A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Isabell Wiza DDS-- Dr. Isabell Wiza DDS
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